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Treatment
you can trust
T

imber’s value to the housing market rests
on a swathe of attractive qualities: it looks
good, it’s easy, fast and forgiving to build with,
and it stores carbon for the life of a building,
as opposed to competitors like steel that
represent a significant carbon cost. Structural
pine, the most affordable and available of all
building timbers, is a brilliant example – with
just one flaw, it has low natural durability.
Enter treatment. Treated timber product
keeps its lightweight, affordable qualities but
can be made as durable as hardwoods that
cost far more thanks to a range of approved
compounds and treatment processes.
With decades of proven performance in
the Australian marketplace, treated timbers
are sold on a performance basis, with different

levels of treatment available depending on
the conditions they need to perform at. See
the table on page 15 for a summary. There’s
a lengthy list of approved products and
processes, which you can read about from
page 12 if you want the details. But, as the
industry specialists say in our essay on page 4,
if you’re buying approved product, you’re
buying certainty. So if you don’t need all the
details, skip to page 16 to read about some of
the leading products available from suppliers.
With the right timber in the right place, your
customers will be guaranteed satisfaction.
The following information is general only.
For authoritative information, visit the Timber
Preservers Association of Australia
at www.tpaa.com.au
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Why treat timbers?
Y

ou’d be forgiven for imagining that treated
timber is standard in every Australian build.
With several of the world’s most destructive
termites living in here and a climate that
believes in both soaking rains and punishing
dryness, treatment that will dramatically
improve durability in structural and other
timbers seems a no-brainer. But a surprising
number of Australian builders aren’t using
treated product, even in housing frames.
“In Melbourne, hardly anyone uses treated
pine,” says John Halkett, general manager of
the Australian Timber Importers Federation
(ATIF). “But they should definitely be thinking
about it. Thanks to climate change, termites
are on the move and are already south of
Sydney. Plus, you get all the benefits for
preventing moisture damage, all for the sake
of about $800 or so to treat the average
house-load of framing timber.”
Halkett points out that the industry needs
to shoulder some of the blame for this. On
the one hand, developers offer treatment as
an added value option: “The home buyer is
at the display home and the salesperson is
saying ‘OK, so with this last bit of the budget,
do you want to put in an air conditioner, or
treat the timber framing?’ and they go with
the air conditioner because no one explains
to them the long-term costs,” he says, adding
that structural repairs due to insect and damp
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damage often start around the $10,000 mark
and can skyrocket from there.
On the other hand, too much faith has
been put in barrier treatments for borers and
termites. “They’re a good product,” Halkett
says, “but the reality is five years later, people
have forgotten about them and they’ve put
in a garden bed against the bottom of the
weatherboards and they haven’t refilled the
insecticide reservoirs, so it’s useless. Whereas
if there’s treated framing, it just keeps going.“
Additionally, treated timber product comes
with extra protections for the end user.
Jack Norton, national secretary of the
Timber Preservers Association of Australia
(TPAA), says, “The Building Code of Australia
gives six years for its statutory warranties,
and timber will most likely take longer than
six years to fail. But if you’ve installed branded
treated timber product, then there are also
protections under the consumer act. If it fails,
the manufacturer has produced something
that isn’t compliant. Properly treated timber
will not fail. So the homeowner has additional
protections under Australian Consumer Law.”
Some of these are explicitly set out in
branded treated product warranties, which
go well beyond the BCA standard – up to
25 years in some cases.
Even if builders and fabricators aren’t
personally convinced by the benefits of
www.timbertradernews.com
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treatment, it doesn’t matter. “The steel guys
are using this as promotion,” says Halkett.
“They say that steel framing is termite proof,
so we need to get builders and frame and
truss people into prescribing H2 treatment
as standard so that they’re not beating out
timber on that claim.”

“If you’ve installed branded
treated timber product,
there are also protections
under the consumer act.”

TRUST THE BRAND
ground? H3. In ground contact? H4 or higher.
Match the conditions to the hazard class and
it’s straightforward.” (See table, page 15.)
The national treatment Standard (AS 1604
series) says that every product that claims it
complies with the standard needs to carry
certain information. This is attached to each
board, usually as a tag nailed to one end or
else branded onto the face of the board,
and lists three codes. The first identifies the
treatment plant, the second the chemical/s
used in the treatment and the third the hazard
class that the product has been treated to.

PHOTO: CHINASONG/SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

‘Treated timber’ is a much bigger category
than the familiar blue frames and trusses.
There are some 15 different active ingredients
currently approved for timber treatments,
not to mention combinations. So how do you
know what to buy for a given purpose?
“It’s a results-driven specification,” says
Norton. “The Building Code of Australia says
something along the lines of ‘the timber will
be the right durability’. That can be either
natural durability or treated. Timber is treated
to a specific hazard class depending on the
use: is it inside? Use H1 or H2. Outside above

www.timbertradernews.com
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“There’s a new version of the standard
that’s due out,” says Norton, “and it’s
changing the term from a ‘treatment plant
number’ to a ‘unique identifier’. That means
people will be able to put their company
name on the treated product rather than the
current number. The number means nothing
to a buyer, unless they go to our website and
chase it down.”
TPAA lists about 100 Australian plants and
100 imported plants on their website (www.
tpaa.com.au/treatment-plants/). “We don’t
register those brands,” Norton points out.
“We just list them. The new Standard says
something along the lines of ‘organisations
such as TPAA hold a list of brands’, so we’re
part of the chain of custody in that we’re
providing a service to the user to indicate who
treated the timber and to what level and with
what compound. That helps the producer and
the user to see what the product is and feel
confident it’s compliant with the Standard.”
But, he warns, there’s no regulatory power
attached to that. “In the old days, Queensland
and NSW had legislation that governed what
was done with treated timber but those
days are gone,” Norton says. “There’s no
policing. So while many treatment plants have
good quality systems and make use of the
companies that do testing for the treatment
plants – and there are contractors who do the
same – there’s no legal requirement to ensure
that the product meets specifications. There’s

“If they put a brand on it,
they’re making a claim
it complies with the
treatment standard.”
6
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nobody who goes out to a building site or to a
construction or even a pack of timber, takes a
sample and tests for compliance.”
The brand then becomes key. “If they put a
brand on it, they’re making a claim it complies
with the treatment standard,” Norton says.
“Any company that doesn’t will feel that in
terms of damaged reputation and in terms
of paying to fix problems where the product
hasn’t been compliant with what you’ve told
the consumer and the certifier.”

MEETING THE STANDARD
Halkett says the timber importers he works
with fall into two groups: “The bigger
companies, like Stora Enzo, get their product
treated to Australian Standards before
bringing it in. The smaller companies bring it
in raw and either use a local treatment firm,
or if it’s just a spray treatment, use their own
in-house facility. Half a dozen ATIF members
treat their own H2 and H3 in house, so that
they can make sure it meets the requisite
Australian Standards.”
That’s not as simple as it sounds: Halkett
recounts the story of major Canadian exporter
Canfor having to spend about $3 million to
change their board marking system to meet
the Australian Standard for MGP10 product.
“Similar issues apply for treated timber:
it has to be marked in accordance with the
Standard,” says Halkett. “My advice is always
‘Stick with the Standard, mate, and if you
can’t meet it, don’t bother.’ But it’s the same
story for both local and imported product:
good suppliers will have – and will hand over –
the information on what they’ve used.”
Halkett warns that a looming under-supply
of local timber means that when the economy
recovers from this contraction, we will be
reliant on imports to meet the demand for
structural pine in particular.
www.timbertradernews.com
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it independently verified and now they can get
MGP10 H2 compliant with the Standard.”

CONSUMER SECURITY
After Grenfell and Opal Towers, compliance
and safety are big issues for both builders
and home buyers. TPAA works closely with
the industry to educate treaters, suppliers
and retail customers alike about treatment
processes and chemicals. Members are
encouraged to take advantage of the quality
assurance and product testing programs
the association has helped to develop and a
wide range of fact sheets and other technical
publications are freely available.
“Will buying treated timber mean you can
be sure there won’t be problems? No,” Norton
says. “But there are safeguards. Customers
need to look for that brand on their product.
Unfortunately much of it is done in the form
of a plastic tag stapled to the end of a piece
of wood, and the first thing a carpenter will
do is cut the end off to make it square. So
we urge people to keep detailed records,
to keep copies of the brands and to take
photographs. That way they can ensure they
are getting a branded product and if it fails,
they can go to the treatment plant and say,
‘Hey, this is your product, here’s the chain of
custody, you need to fix this.’”
Norton and Halkett both emphasise that
no timber will work optimally in applications
beyond those it’s designed for. “Even some
perfectly treated timbers need their ends
repainted after they’ve been cut,” Halkett
says. “So check your product details.”
The same is true for treated engineered
wood products (EWP). Kent Powell, national
sales and marketing manager at Myer Timber
says, “After 24 years in the EWP game the
one constant I’ve observed is that EWP
applied with any H3 Treatment alone don’t
www.timbertradernews.com
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“We’ve got local stalwarts like Shane
Vicary at AKD doing a great job of maximising
the saw log recovery from the fires,” he
says, “but when housing ticks up again, we
will need more. That will have to come from
the Northern Hemisphere, so it’s important
to make sure new Russian, European or
Canadian suppliers understand the BCA
and Standards requirements. Compliance
with machine stress grading and treatment
requirements are going to be key issues.”
ATIF has been working with suppliers
interested in the Australian market to educate
them and ensure that imported product
complies with legal logging, biosanitary and
BCA and Australian Standards requirements.
“We’re talking with the Russians at the
moment,” Halkett says, “because there’s been
problems with Russian wood in the past.
One company that now imports significant
volumes of Russian timber has solved these
by doing the machine stress grading in
Sydney and also the H2 treatment. We’ve had

H3 treated IronAsh cladding from ASH
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Every few years something
genuinely new comes to
market that will have its
own point of difference.
solve all of your customers’ weather-exposed
challenges. It is critical to put some safety
around your business and your customers
by providing relevant installation and
maintenance guides to avoid disappointment.”
Meyer, like all the major EWP suppliers,
has this information already available for their
customers. Powell emphasises that although
engineered products like LVL, I-joists and
glulam are sophisticated and cost a little more,
“the fact is that they’re softwood products and
no matter what, reaction to moisture uptake
will be exactly like a piece of untreated pine
with regard to movement, distortion, cupping
and surface checking and in extreme cases
splitting. So without correct installation and
maintenance, the extra money spent will often
not meet the client’s expectation, resulting in
an unsatisfied customer.”

NEW PRODUCTS
Looking at the range of treatment products
and processes, every one on the market
has its place when it comes to satisfying
customers’ various and often competing
needs. Some will treat to a higher hazard
class, but may cost more; some are cheaper,
but may require more protection from
exposure; some have restrictions on use in
high-contact areas, but represent good value
for industrial or agricultural users.
The leading treatment chemical suppliers,
particularly Lonza Wood Protection and
Koppers Performance Chemicals, invest
10

consistently in research. Every few years
something genuinely new comes to market
that will have its own point of difference.
Most recently, that’s a new roundwood
product called Tanapost. Halkett says, “It’s
just been rolled out in SA by a company called
Roundwood Solutions and is reputed to be
an H4 treatment that doesn’t have the heavy
metal problems which CCA treatment has
had, relating to end-of-life disposal and the
tendency to burn in bushfires. This product is
more like natural wood in that it will char, but
survive most fire fronts that pass through.”
It’s part of a general market trend to more
environmentally friendly credentials and
products that look at the whole-of-life process.
“It’s a good move, as long as they can do the
job,” says Halkett. “There’s been several new
processes come out in recent years that tick
these boxes, which is great, because people
do want solutions that will store carbon and
deliver the other benefits of wood.”
Suppliers are more than happy to advise
customers with special requirements
on suitable product, but, as Norton
says, “Everything that has been done to
specification is safe. If it’s got an H3 brand,
you can use it in that application and it doesn’t
matter what it’s treated with. You can rely on
it to perform at H3, whatever black magic is
done in the treatment plant. By the time it
comes to market, it has APVMA approval,
which means the producer has gone through
a set of established assessment protocols –
usually the ones at www.tpaa.com.au/TPAA/
wp-content/uploads/2015/06/4_1_0_0AWPC-Protocols-2015.pdf
“People don’t need to know the details. All
they need to know is that it’s gone through
an assessment process, it’s got into the
standard, and if the product has a brand on it,
they can use it with confidence.”
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TYPES OF TREATMENT
ACQ Short for alkaline copper quaternary,
ACQ is an arsenic-free alternative to CCA.
Its formula protects against decay, borer and
termite attack and provides a high-quality very
durable protection similar to CCA, but is not
restricted to low-contact usage. It’s insoluble,
so suitable for conditions where timber will
be exposed to rain. ACQ-treated timbers can
be painted or stained but require hot-dipped
galvanised, copper or stainless steel fixtures
and fittings. Commonly available in H3-H4.
Bifenthrin This effective water-based
pyrethroid insecticide is applied as part of the
manufacturing process for engineered timbers
to provide termite and borer protection. It also
controls a wide range of common household
pests. Bifenthrin in treated timber is not a risk
to bees. Commonly used in H2-H3 timbers.
Boron Low toxicity boron-based preservatives
are used in timber framing for protection
against borers and some also have termite
protections that are suitable south of the
Tropic of Capricorn. It’s not insoluble, so is not
suitable for external applications or anywhere
12

timber comes into contact with the ground.
Commonly used for furniture, internal framing
and similar applications.
CCA Short for chromated copper arsenate. The
copper protects against decay, while arsenic
acts as a termiticide and the chromium fixes
the preservative to the wood. It’s insoluble
and extremely durable, but concerns over the
arsenic content have led to a precautionary
restriction for its use in products that come
in contact with people, making it unsuitable
for play equipment, garden furniture and
residential decking. Uncoated steel fastenings
can cause black stains on CCA due to a
reaction with the preservatives, so use
recommended fasteners. Up to H6 combined
with other treatments.
Creosote This oil-borne preservative (coaltar based), is naturally water repellent and
used for heavy-duty construction and marine
applications. Up to H6.
LOSP A combination of insecticides and
fungicides (often permethrin and azoles)
designed to suit the end use are dissolved
in a light solvent for application. While some
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There are many specialised terms when it comes to timber treatment.
The following is just a basic guide, ask your supplier for more details,
or you’ll find more information at www.tpaa.com.au/timber-treatment.
Terms below in red have their own entry in the following list.
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naturally change timber colour, others have
colouring added. There are also low-odour
processes and some that emulsify LOSPs
into water-based solvents. Most LOSP-treated
timbers are very dimensionally stable. Usually
H2 and H3, though not in ground contact.
MCA Microscopic particles of copper are
suspended in water with azole biocides in
micronised copper azole (MCA) processes for
a very effective and long-lasting treatment.
MCA timbers need remedial treatment on
cut ends, but are generally environmentally
friendly, durable and attractive. Available from
H1-H5, mostly used in H4 and H5 applications,
particularly for landscaping and decking.
Proprietary treatments Sold under brand
names rather than by treatment ingredients.
The hazard class may not be as obvious as
for other treated timbers. Product sheets and
installation guidelines make it clear where and
how each product can be used, so check them
carefully to ensure compliance.
Tanalith®/copper azole Another arsenic-free
copper formulation, Tanalith or copper azole
(CuAz) is popular for use around children and
animals. The copper is mixed with a synthetic
azole biocide that combats fungi and insect
infestation. Variants include Tanalith E, which
has an extra water-repellent added to the
formulation, and Tanalith K, used in Tanaposts.
A reliable, long-lasting option, it’s widely
used for framing timbers, and non-corrosive,
galvanised fixtures and fittings can be used.
Available in H2-H5.

GENERAL
Azoles These compounds are widely used as
fungicides in agriculture and are often used
with copper, another natural fungicide.
BCA The Building Code of Australia sets
out binding requirements for materials and
construction methods.
www.timbertradernews.com

Brands All treated timbers must be labelled
under the Australian Standards (AS 1604).
This is a code on every length of treated
timber, known as a brand. This is at least a
four-part code: eg XXX XX HX X. The first part
is a three-digit code indicating the company
and treatment plant number. The second is
a two-digit code indicating the preservative
code number. The third, HX indicates the
Hazard Class. The final part is a letter that
tells you more about the penetration of the
preservative and so on. Other information
may also be marked, including “treated
with chromium copper arsenate”, which is
compulsory for CCA-treated timber.
Brush-on These treatments are applied
with a brush and usually only penetrate
up to 3mm into the timber. They require
regular reapplication and cut timber must be
retreated. Mostly used for furniture or as a
re-sealing treatment for cut ends and drilled
holes in other treated timbers.
Cellulose This is the main structural
component of trees. It’s a complex
carbohydrate and basically sugary snacks to
termites and other insects as well as many
fungi. There are non-chemical treatment
processes that also help preserve timber by
altering the cellulose, such as heat treatments.
CodeMark A voluntary certification scheme
specifically for new and innovative products,
the CodeMark Australia Certification Scheme
works alongside the BCA and Australian
Standards to provide confidence and certainty
to regulatory authorities and the market.
For details, visit www.abcb.gov.au/ProductCertification/CodeMark-Certification-Scheme
Compliance Australian Standards, the BCA
and other building codes have strict rules
about what timbers are to be used in house
construction and other major builds. Suppliers
must have documentation to show that their
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timber is treated and/or tested to meet those
rules, which is used to prove to inspectors the
timber is fit for purpose.
Diffusion Wet (green) wood has preservative
diffused via the water in the wood cells
in the same way a tree would ‘drink’. The
preservative doesn’t chemically react with the
wood to become insoluble, so wood treated
this way is mostly used for furniture, flooring
and mouldings. Diffusion preservatives are
also used for remedial treatment.
Durability As well as being a term used
to describe their general lasting quality,
timbers are rated into four natural durability
classes. This rating is given on the in-ground
contact performance of the heartwood
only. Sapwood is considered to be nondurable in all species and out-of-ground
contact timbers have much longer lifespans.
Class 1 is considered highly durable, with an
expected service life of over 25 years. Class 2
is durable, with an expected service life of
15-20 years. Class 3 is moderately durable
with an expected service life of over 8-15
years. Class 4 is non-durable with an expected
service life of up to 8 years.
Envelope treatments Applied to the outside
of timber, envelope treatments can be dipped
or sprayed on and the preservative coating
penetrates 2-10mm. Cut and drilled timber
usually needs re-sealing.
Glueline Preservative treatments are added
to the glues used while making engineered
timbers such as LVL and plywood.
Groundline systems These stop the
movement of termites and moisture into a
building. They include dampcourses, waterproofing membranes, termite barriers, etc.
Hardwood Timber from slow-growing
deciduous trees. In the building industry it
describes a dense, durable timber that is
usually naturally resistant.
14

Hazard classes These are the conditions
that particular timbers can be exposed to.
A timber that is rated H4 will be suitable for
all conditions up to H4, for example. For a full
description, see table opposite.
Heat treatments Also labelled as thermally
modified, these treatments are mostly for
specialty hardwoods rather than structural
timbers at this time.
Heartwood The older, often darker wood at
the centre of a tree is called the heartwood.
It is much lower in carbohydrates and much
more durable than sapwood. Water and sap
no longer move through this part of the wood.
Naturally resistant Some species have
timber that is naturally durable and resistant
to termites and borers. They are often heavy,
expensive and hard to work, but can be very
useful in smaller applications such as decks
and landscaping. White cypress, spotted gum
and tallowwood are all naturally resistant. NB:
termites can still climb over naturally resistant
timbers to eat attached timbers and boards.
Pressure/vacuum application The
preservative is pushed through the timber’s
exterior sapwood using a liquid (water or
solvent) through the same cellular pathways
that once carried the tree’s sap.
Sapwood The ‘fresh’ part of a tree that
transports food and water is called the
sapwood. This is the least naturally durable
timber of a tree when harvested, but it can
be very useful for moving treatment through
timber to create a durable product that is still
light and cheap.
Softwood Timber from conifers. While some
conifers have good durability, ‘softwood’ in
the timber industry often refers to lightweight
timbers that require treatment for most
applications, especially pine and Douglas fir.
Vacuum application/impregnation See
Pressure application
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TREATMENT HAZARD CLASSES
According to Australian Standard AS/NZS1604
parts 1 to 5, any product claiming to be
preservative treated must be branded as
specified in the standard. An important part of
the brand is the Hazard Class, which indicates
Hazard
Class

the service conditions to which the product is
exposed and the level of treatment or level of
protection that must be applied to the wood.
The Hazard Classes have been defined as:

Exposure

Service condition

Hazard

Example uses

H1

Inside, above
ground

Completely protected
from the weather,
well ventilated and
protected from termites

Borers

Susceptible framing,
flooring, furniture, interior
joinery.

H2

Inside, above
ground

Protected from wetting,
no leaching

Borers and
termites

Framing, flooring, furniture,
interior joinery used across
Australia.

H2F

Inside, above
ground

Protected from wetting,
no leaching

Borers and
termites

(Envelope treated) framing
used south of the Tropic of
Capricorn.

H2S

Inside, above
ground

Protected from wetting,
no leaching

Borers and
termites

Framing used South of the
Tropic of Capricorn.

H3

Outside,
above ground

Periodic moderate
wetting and leaching

Moderate
decay, borers
and termites

Weatherboards, fascias,
pergolas, framing etc.

H3A

Outside,
above ground

Periodic moderate
wetting and leaching

Moderate
decay, borers
and termites

Weatherboards, fascias,
pergolas, framing
etc. – under a regularly
maintained paint coat
system.

H4

Outside,
in-ground

Severe wetting and
leaching non-critical
applications

Severe decay,
borers and
termites

Fence posts, retaining
wall less than 1m high,
landscaping timbers.

H5

Outside, inground with
or in fresh
water

Extreme wetting
and leaching, critical
application

Very severe
decay, borers
and termites

Piling, house stumps,
power poles cooling tower
fill, building poles, retaining
walls more than 1m high.

H6

Marine
waters

Prolonged immersion in
sea water

Decay and
marine wood
borers

Boat hulls, marine piles,
jetty cross bracing, jetty
landing steps.

Generally, the higher the Hazard Class, the greater the penetration and retention of preservative
specified in the Standard. Thanks to the Timber Preservers Association of Australia (www.tpaa.
com.au) for the data in this table.
www.timbertradernews.com
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SUPPLIERS

KOPPERS PERFORMANCE
CHEMICALS – Trusted research
Koppers Performance Chemicals (Koppers
PC) is so closely identified with timber
preservative systems that the company name
is often used as a shorthand for treated pine.
But there’s much more to the extensive range
of product available than just the eponymous
logs. Koppers PC’s product offer includes
CCA, ACQ and LOSP treatments that extend
from H1 durability for indoor above ground
applications to heavy-duty dual treatments for
H6 marine applications.
Koppers PC innovative envelope ‘BlueFraming’ and glueline treatments for
engineered timber products have been

protecting Australian homes and commercial
properties for over 10 years.
The company’s latest-generation MicroPro
water-based preservative system impregnates
micronised copper and azoles (MCA) into
timbers in a pressure cylinder application to
create a highly durable product that comes
with a range of environmental certifications
most recently with Global GreenTag
GreenRate Level A certification as well as
Global GreenTag HealthRATE Gold, which
rates the health impacts of a final product as
well as its ingredients.
Rated as having low VOCs and with 90%
less copper release into soil and water than
amine copper preservative-treated products,
MicroPro treated timbers are suitable for
up to H5 hazard class. MicroPro treated
products protect against borers, termites
and fungal decay, and are approved for
use in applications from framing and
cladding to decks and children’s play
equipment. A micronised pigment
can also be added in the process
to produce an attractive and longlasting coloured outdoor product,
marketed as MicroPro Sienna.
Because they can be treated for
contact with both soil and fresh
water, MicroPro-treated timbers
can also be used as house stumps
and retaining walls. Koppers PC’s
Left: Koppers PC MicroPro treated
decking timbers are safe to use around
even small children.
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Expert suppliers

SUPPLIERS

PHOTO: COURTESY LONZA WOOD PROTECTION

Above: Termite-resistant frame using timber insecticide from Lonza Wood Protection.

wider product range also includes a range
of resealing products that can be easily
applied by both builders and homeowners
for resealing cut ends, drill holes and the like,
ensuring warranties for treated product, as
well as a high-quality lasting result.
Specialty treatment additives are also
available for preservative treated product
producers, including anti-sapstain options
and FireGuard protective coating for timber
utility poles: an attractive value add for the
roundwood market.
Additionally, the company provides a
readily accessible and comprehensive
library of safety data sheets for their
products, including warranty information
and information for specifiers to make sure
the right treated timber is used in the right
application every time.
For more, visit www.kopperspc.com.au
www.timbertradernews.com

LONZA WOOD PROTECTION – Build
with confidence
Wood is the only significant building material
whose production and use can result in a net
positive carbon storage balance as the wood
fibre is created by photosynthesis where
growing trees absorb atmospheric CO2.
Managed plantation forestry is the most
sustainable way to produce wood fibre for
manufacture of timber and wood products.
Treatment enhances these products, providing
protection from natural biological agents of
degrade such as mould, decay and termites.
Lonza Wood Protection tailors solutions
for the preservation of wood fibre by working
closely with business, ensuring the right
solution is used for the intended product.
With proven and reliable long-term
performance in Australian Hazard class H2
conditions, Lonza’s Tanalith®, Vacsol®
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Left: Treatment with Lonza
preservatives ensures the safety
of structural timbers for years.
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AKD – Regional champions
AKD manufactures a range of plantation pine
products for Aussie conditions across its
regional locations. These products include
H2F termite resistant structural (Terminator™)
for house framing, plus outdoor products
including H3 Structural (Endura™), decking,
fencing, garden sleepers (Ironwood™) and
agricultural posts and poles.
To provide the best options for its range
of products, AKD uses a range of different
treatments. Of particular note is the Endura H3
outdoor structural product, which is LOSPtreated for stability, structurally graded with
visual override, in a low-odour formulation and
Dressed All Round finish to match the rest of
the outdoor room in our backyards.
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and Permatek® brand insecticides have been
tailored to suit individual customer needs
to ensure adequate protection of concealed
structural components.
Lonza timber insecticides can be applied
through addition to the glue line or resin
system in EWP such as LVL, plywood, strand
board, particle board and MDF.
For solid dimensional timber products
these insecticides can be applied using
low-pressure impregnation for treatment
of the full cross section for use in all areas
of Australia or in a no-pressure dip or spray
system, providing envelope protection of local
timber species suitable for use south of the
Tropic of Capricorn.
Structural timber and wood-based building
components with the built-in durability of a
Tanalith®, Vacsol® or Permatek® Timber
Insecticide can play an important role in
reducing the consequences of termite or
other insect attack and provide the most
cost-effective long-term solution and peace of
mind for the end user.
It is important to note that while both
barrier treatments and treated timber are
deemed to be acceptable as stand-alone

options for the protection of
structural building elements,
for best practice in whole
of house protection,
Lonza Wood Protection
recommends a combination
of both systems.
Without adequate
protection the structural
elements of the house are at
risk of costly damage due to attack
from insect pests. This risk increases in
concealed areas where regular inspection
is difficult or not possible. Timber products
treated with Tanalith®, Vacsol® or Permatek®
Timber Insecticides to H2 or a higher level
are deemed to be termite resistant building
materials according to the Building Code of
Australia and AS3660.1.
For more details, visit www.
lonzawoodprotection.com/apac/

SUPPLIERS
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Completing the outdoor offer is the
company’s Ironwood garden sleepers, which
come in both classic CCA treatment and
Sienna MicroPro and are incised to enable H4
penetration and retention.
As part of a broader branding update, AKD
is currently undertaking a website revamp that
will see updated treated timber information
available online, including product Safety Data
Sheets, product compliance information and
general product information such as usage
and installation and warranty information.
More than just a leading supplier, AKD
is also a leading employer in the Australian
timber industry and is committed to growing
the local product’s market segment. Valueadding treatment enables Australian plantation
pine to be suitable for Australian conditions
and AKD is proud to badge its products with
the well-recognised green and gold kangaroo.
AKD’s sawnwood treatment operations for
outdoor durability are located at Colac in
Victoria and Gilmore in NSW, along with its
two post and pole treatment businesses –

Portland Pine Products in Heywood, Victoria
and Jelfor Timbers, operating from Traralgon
South East Victoria. Terminator is produced at
all of its major sawmills along the East Coast
– Colac, Tumut and Caboolture. Each regional
plant equals regional jobs.
All of AKD’s facilities run an internal quality
system supported by experienced technical
people that assist in ensuring the company’s
structural products are fit for purpose and
can support their claims with in-house
testing and controlled production systems
that – as a minimum – meets Australian
standards and other claims on the products’
performance. In addition, all AKD facilities
undertake independent regular third-party
audits, utilising the experience of the EWPAA
Plantation Timber Certification scheme,
ensuring product quality through on-site
inspections of the manufacturing process,
verification that internal testing meets the
relevant product standards and independent
testing of AKD products.
For more, visit www.akd.com.au

Above: Ironwood garden sleepers are just one of AKD’s Australian-grown and made treated products.
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ROUNDWOOD SOLUTIONS – Post
and pole experts
Australia’s viticultural and agricultural sectors
rely on posts and poles for multiple purposes
and they represent a major operational
expense. Tanapost from Roundwood Solutions
is a new product that meets the core needs
of the market every bit as well as the current
leading products, but with fewer problems.
The Tanapost process is based on Lonza
Wood Products’ Tanalith K wood preservative
formulation and uses sustainably grown
Australian plantation pine posts. The allnew, patented water-based technology is a
process that has taken years of research to
develop and represents a strong commercial
partnership between the two companies.
In this world-first process, the metalfree treatment is taken up fully by the pine,
providing a full-cell treatment that continues
to provide protection through the life of the
product regardless of cuts, mechanical damage
or cracking. In addition to the process’s
improved penetration, the emulsion technology
used helps to protect the timber against
checking and weathering.
Tanaposts have all the durability of
traditional H3-H5 products, but with
20

improved characteristics.
Unlike high-temperature
creosote (HTC), they have
no unpleasant odour, and
require no special storage
or installation. There’s no
messy residue that can
cause irritation for treaters
and installers and no need for
special protective gear when
moving or installing posts.
Tanaposts don’t rely on heavy metal
preservatives (unlike CCA), so disposal is
simple: they can be returned for burning in
biomass boilers, rather than adding to the
mountains of CCA-treated posts requiring
disposal in Australia. Additionally, unlike CCA
posts, which burn readily in bushfires and
leave a toxic ash that requires careful cleanup, Tanaposts will char on the outside as a fire
front goes through and then self-extinguish,
leaving a structurally sound product in place
and fencing intact.
Roundwood Solutions has worked closely
with Lonza in the development of Tanapost to
deliver a product with cradle-to-grave useful
life cycle. For the viticulture market, Tanaposts
represent a long-term, carbon-friendly, fireresistant option, as opposed to the sector’s
increasingly common steel posts, which are
often insufficient to take the weight of laden
vines. At the higher levels of treatment,
Tanapost also competes very well against the
traditional timber product on price alone.
When they do finally reach their end of life,
Tanaposts can be disposed of without risk or
added disposal costs.
For more, visit www.roundwoodsolutions.
com.au
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Left: Tanapost is a new
agricultural product without
the heavy metal issues of CCA.
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MEYER TIMBER – EWP specialists
As part of its comprehensive treated timber
offer, Meyer Timber is at the forefront of
treated EWP in Australia.
Most engineered timbers on the market,
including LVL, I-joists and glulam, are
constructed from softwood fibre and so
require treatment to ensure the maximum
lifespan from the product in a structure.
Commonly, Meyer EWP products are
preservative treated to H2S, H2 and H3
hazard classes, which are sufficient for the
majority of uses.
For highly exposed positions and for
sites with moisture issues, higher classes
of treatment are available. Discussion
about site requirements before ordering is
recommended and, wherever possible, a site
assessment by a suitably qualified person will
deliver the best results.
While the adhesives used to make LVL
and glulam products are waterproof, cut ends,
drilling and machining can all expose untreated
wood fibre. These cuts need to be resealed
with a suitable preservative treatment.
When installing LVL and glulam, care
should be taken to prevent trapped
moisture either by removing the
possibility for moisture ingress,
or by ensuring any moisture
has a clear path of escape.
This is especially important
on structures such as
elevated decks, where any
failures can have serious
consequences. In addition to
designing to avoid trapped
moisture and treating cuts,

extra detailing options that can help prevent
moisture problems from developing include
capping the top of deck bearers and joists,
end grain protection and painting the decking.
Meyer I-joist product has the advantage
of insect preservative treatment, but isn’t
suitable for weather-exposed applications,
due to the shape of the joist, which allows
moisture to pond on some surfaces.
Meyer timber offers a comprehensive
set of fact sheets and documentation to
accompany its treated EWP offer and has
a team of highly experienced staff who are
able to offer advice on both suitable product
and treatment requirements and/or detailing
advice to get the best out of your EWP.
As well as treated EWP, Meyer also
offers a full range of treated framing timbers
suitable for building requirements across
Australia and an extensive range of treated
building products. These include H4, H5 and
H6 product suitable for outdoor, agricultural
and even waterside use.
For full details, visit www.meyertimber.
com.au

Right: Treated EWP, including
I-joists, are Meyer Timber
specialties.
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FISHERS – Focus on low emissions
An increased emphasis on looking at the
environmental impacts of a manufacturing
process from start to finish has seen buyers
ask more questions about the chemical
processes involved in treatment. While
treated products have a high level of safety,
some common processes rely on solvents to
move the preservatives into the timber, which
can affect workers in treatment plants, as well
as have implications for the product and the
manufacturing materials’ disposal.
In recent years, non-solvent methods of
timber treatment have come onto the market.
These have greener credentials than older
treatment methods. Most use a combination
of physical and chemical processes to bond
the timber and preservatives and insecticides,
giving a lasting result.
TRU-CORE Wood for Life® from KopCoat is a leading option. It combines vacuum
impregnation with a non-volatile carrier that
penetrates the cells of the wood, deep into
the core of the timber. This process means
that as well as treating common species
such as Radiata pine, it also works for ‘hard
to treat’ species such as Douglas fir, Victorian
22

ash and Baltic pine, all with no VOCs, giving
a low-odour product preferred by builders. It
maintains the timber’s natural appearance,
dimensional stability and mechanical
properties, which makes it an ideal process
for engineered timbers as well.
Fisher’s Timber Treatment, an Australian
family-owned business in Morwell, Victoria,
offers TRU-CORE preservation in a range of
options. These include H2 Red, which uses
permethrin as an insecticide and is suitable
for all engineered wood products, including
glulam, LVL and I-joists. H3 Clear uses azole
with permethrin to protect appearance-grade
structural timbers in a range of species. These
are branded with tags rather than stamped,
and managed with utmost care to preserve
their finish. H3 Green tint also uses azole with
permethrin for non-appearance grade product.
Low-emission treatment is just one of
Fisher’s sustainable practices, along with a
zero waste policy and solar power for their
plant. The plant can treat products up to 17m
long, 1.1m wide and 1.4m high to CodeMark
standards, which exceed AS 1604.
For more details, visit www.
fisherstimbertreatment.com.au
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This image: Mass-lam beams
can be treated with processes
that protect their dimensional
stability, like Fisher’s TRU-CORE®.

Innovation,
Strength and
Dependability.

Innovation.
Koppers Performance Chemicals has dedicated research and development facilities around the
world that combine to provide innovative treated timber solutions. Innovation extends to the most
powerful treatment plant control system that can handle multiple treatment types and new generation
multicomponent preservative systems.

Strength.
We don’t just provide quality timber preservation solutions, we back it with engineering knowledge and
capability, highly trained and experienced customer representatives and market development services.

Dependability.
Koppers Performance Chemicals has its own production facilities in Australia and in New Zealand that
ensure that products are delivered in time to service customers around Australia. Our state of the
art production facilities and a company wide focus on safety aim to deliver quality products safely at
all times. Koppers PC has implemented procedures to assist in the safe production, distribution and
delivery of its products during the COVID pandemic.

For more information and to discuss your treatment plant needs, contact
Nick Livanes on 0408660434 or visit www.kopperspc.com.au
Koppers® is a registered trademarks of Koppers Inc. or its subsidiaries. © 2020 Koppers Performance Chemicals Australia Pty Ltd.

